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Implementation process of the Surgical Safety Checklist:
integrative review*
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Objective: to analyze the evidence available in the literature on the process of implementing
the Surgical Safety Checklist, proposed by the World Health Organization, in the practice of
health services. Method: integrative review, the search for primary studies was performed in
three relevant databases in the health area, and the sample consisted of 27 studies, which were
grouped into three categories. Results: the synthesis of the evidence indicated the different
strategies that can be adopted in the implementation process (introduction and optimization)
of the Surgical Safety Checklist, and the facilitators and barriers that determine the success
in using this tool. Conclusion: in health services, implementing the checklist is a complex and
challenging process that requires effective leadership, clear delegation of responsibilities from
each professional, collaboration between team members, and institutional support. The synthesis
of the generated knowledge can assist nurses in decision making, especially in identifying
strategies for the effective implementation of the Surgical Safety Checklist, since nursing has
the potential to be a protagonist in the planning and implementation of best practices for patient
safety.
Descriptors: Perioperative Nursing; Review; World Health Organization; Patient Safety; Checklist;
Health Services.
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Introduction

effective implementation of this tool, promoting
the adhesion of health professionals and making it

Starting at the year 2008, the World Health
Organization

(WHO)

has

recommended

feasible to incorporate in practice, the objective of

the

the present integrative review was to analyze the

implementation of the Surgical Safety Checklist

available evidence in the literature on the process

(SSC) in a surgical room to prevent adverse events,

implementation of the Surgical Safety Checklist,

strengthen safety practices and improve the quality

proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO),

of care provided to the surgical patient globally(1-3).

in the practice of health services.

The SSC is subdivided into three phases, each
corresponding to a specific moment in the normal

Method

flow of the surgical anesthetic procedure, namely:
period before anesthetic induction (sign in), period

The method of knowledge synthesis adopted was

before the surgical incision (time out), and period

the integrative review. Five steps were taken: the

immediately after surgery closure (sign out). Each

elaboration of the research question (identification

phase contains specific items(3).

of the problem), search in the literature for primary

In the world context, SSC was implemented

studies, critical appraisal of the primary studies,

in different health services and in clinical practice.

analysis of the data and presentation of the review(10).

Among the benefits obtained with the use of this tool

The guiding question was “What are the

are the increase to detect potential adverse events,

available evidence in the literature about the process

reduction of surgical complications, improvement of

of implementation of SSC proposed by WHO in the

communication and teamwork (4-5). In contrast, the

practice of health services?” In order to construct

way the SSC implementation process occurs can

this question, the PICO strategy was employed,

lead to incomplete or inconsistent execution of the

being P (population), patient or problem (surgical

tool and low compliance rate by the surgical team .

safety checklist proposed by WHO), I (intervention

Consequently, the benefits in their employment may

or area of interest) in the case of implementation

vary according to the effectiveness of this process(7).

process, and for element O (outcome) were adopted:

SSC is considered a difficult implementation tool

facilitators and barriers of the process implementation

with application, reliability and execution problems.

of the surgical safety checklist. It is emphasized that

Health professionals understand that their use may

the element C (comparison between intervention or

increase the safety of the surgical patient, but

group) was not used due to the type of review.

(6)

there is no complete understanding of the need for

In order to search for the primary studies, we

behavior change and the incorporation of its use into

selected the PubMed, CINAHL (Cumulative Index to

daily practice (8).

Nursing and Allied Health Literature) and LILACS

In a recent literature review, the authors

(Latin American and Caribbean Literature in Health

stated that in low- and middle-income countries

Sciences) databases. In each database, the controlled

there is a lack of research on SSC compared to the

descriptors were delimited (Medical Subject Headings-

large number of studies conducted in high-income

MeSH, CINAHL Headings, and Descriptors in Health

countries that made it possible to construct a robust

Sciences) and the keywords were defined.

body of evidence in relation to use of the tool in

The controlled descriptors and keywords used

practice. Although some of this knowledge can be

were: a) PubMed: Checklist, Checklist/Utilization,

applied and transferred to low- and middle-income

Patient Safety (MeSH); Checklists, Surgical safety

countries, there are specific issues regarding the

checklist, World Health Organization, Implementation,

implementation and use of the checklist in the context

Barriers, Facilitators and Benefits (keywords);

of these countries, such as: the introduction of LSVC

b)

use in health services that did not incorporate and

Patient Safety, World Health Organization (CINAHL

other relevant practices such as the surgical counting

Headings); Checklist, Surgical safety checklist,

process, surgical site marking and administration of

Implementation, Barriers, Facilitators, Benefits and

antibiotics, as well as limited resources and cultural

c) LILACS: Checklist, Checklist/Utilization, Patient

differences .

Safety (Health Sciences Descriptors); Checklist,

(9)

In low- and middle-income countries, SSC is
known and often available, but its use is not yet

CINAHL:

Checklists,

Checklists/utilization,

Implementation, Difficulties, Facilitators, Benefits
(keywords).

universally promoted or implemented, indicating the

For each database a search strategy was

need for targeted efforts in teaching about the tool (8).

developed with the controlled descriptors and

With the purpose of synthesizing evidence

keywords already mentioned (different crossings).

that can help nurses’ decision making in the

As an example, the search strategy employed in the
www.eerp.usp.br/rlae
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PubMed database was: 1) Checklist OR Checklists

containing the following information was prepared

OR Surgical safety checklist AND Implementation OR

for each primary study included: title of the study,

Checklist/utilization AND World Health Organization,

author(s), journal, year of publication, objective(s),

2) Checklist OR Checklists OR Surgical safety

sample detail, type of study, main results and

checklist AND Barriers, 3) Checklist OR Checklists

conclusions. The organization of the data in this way

OR Surgical safety checklist AND Facilitators and 4)

allowed the grouping of the primary studies into

Checklist OR Checklists OR Surgical safety checklist

three categories, namely: “implementation process:

AND Patient Safety. In the selected databases, the

strategies for introducing SSC in health services”

search for primary studies occurred in January and

(n=15); “Implementation process: strategies to

February 2016.

optimize the use of SSC in health services” (n=9) and

The selection criteria for primary studies addressed

“facilitators and barriers to the implementation of SSC

the process of implementation of SSC proposed by

in health services” (n=3), allowing the comparison

WHO, in the practice of health services, namely: e.g.

of differences and similarities among the researches.

studies whose authors investigated the strategies
used for the introduction or optimization of SSC in the
intraoperative period; ii. studies that addressed the
facilitators and barriers of the SSC implementation
process, published in English, Portuguese and Spanish,
from January 2010 to December 2015. The delimitation
of this period is justified to ensure adequate
quantification of primary studies, since the inclusion
of high volume of research may make it unfeasible to

After conducting all the stages of RI, the synthesis
of the knowledge about the subject investigated
(SSC implementation process in the health services)
provides the nurses’ decision-making about an
important practice for patient safety and identify
knowledge gaps for conducting future research in
perioperative nursing.

Results

conduct an integrative review or introduce biases in the
next steps of the method.
In the evaluation of the primary studies, the
nomenclature related to the type of study indicated
by the authors was maintained. When the type of
study was not clearly described by the researchers,
the analysis was based on the concepts about the
scientific methodology of nursing researchers(11).

In the database search, we identified 1,984
potentially

eligible

studies

(PubMed=1,124,

CINAHL=808, LILACS=52). After reading the title
and abstract of each publication, 25 were duplicated
and were deleted. Of the total remaining (n=1,959),
after applying the selection criteria, 1,932 were
excluded, namely: eight studies in other languages,
102 were not primary studies and 1,822 did not

According to the clinical question of the study,

address the SSC implementation process. Thus, the

scholars proposed hierarchies of evidence, which were

sample of the integrative review was composed of 27

adopted in the present review to classify the strength

primary studies, according to Figure 1. It should be

of the evidence. Thus, the clinical question of the

emphasized that other sources of publications were

primary study may be of Intervention/Treatment or

not used, such as: manual search of the references

Diagnosis/Diagnostic Test, the strength of evidence

for primary studies included in the review, as well as

can be classified into seven levels, the strongest being

gray literature.

(level I), the evidence of systematic review or meta-

evidence of synthesis of cohort or case-control studies.
With regard to the clinical question on meaning, the
strength of evidence can be classified into five levels,
the strongest (level I) being the evidence of the metasynthesis of qualitative studies(12).
The data extraction from the primary studies
was performed with an standard instrument and
submitted to face and content validation by the
authors (Brazilian nurses). This step was carried out
by two independent review authors.
The data analysis of the integrative review was
elaborated in descriptive form. A summary table
www.eerp.usp.br/rlae

Selection

into five levels, the strongest (level I) consists of the

Elegibility

Etiology, the strength of evidence can be classified

Inclusion

When the clinical question of Prognosis/Prediction or

Identification

analysis of all relevant randomized controlled trials.
Records identified in the databases
(n=1.984)

Records identified in
other sources (n=0)

Records after deleting duplicates
(n=1.959)
Records selected
(n=1.959)

Records excluded
(n=1.932)

Full-text articles evaluated
for eligibility (n=27)

Deleted full-text
studies with reason
(n=0)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n=27)

Figure 1 – Flowchart of the selection process of primary
studies adapted from the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
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Of the 27 primary studies, 15 were classified
according to the type of clinical question of Prognosis/

question of significance, four were level of evidence II
and one level IV.

Prediction or Etiology, being all with level of evidence

Figure 2 presents the characterization of

IV; seven with type of clinical question of Intervention/

the primary studies grouped in the first category

Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic Test, four being

“implementation process: strategies for the introduction

classified with level of evidence III, two level IV and

of the Surgical Safety Checklist in health services”

one level VI. Of the five studies classified with clinical

(n=15).

Author (es)
Avansino et al.

Year

Study type

Clinical question/Level of evidence

2011

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV*

Dackiewicz et al.(14)

2012

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

Levy et al.(15)

2012

Observational study (authors)

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

Healy(16)

2012

Qualitative study, ethnographic (author)

Meaning/II†

Waehle et al.(17)

2012

Qualitative study.

Theory Based on Data (authors) MeaninG/II†

Vicente et al.(18)

2012

Qualitative study

Meaning/II†

Bliss et al.(19)

2012

Prospective cohort study with historical control (authors)

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
test/IV‡

Hannam et al.(20)

2013

Prospective observational study (authors)

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV*

Morgan et al.(21)

2013

Quasi- experimental study (single before and after group)

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
test/III§

Nugent et al.(22)

2013

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

Gagliard et al.(23)

2014

Qualitative study.

Theory Based on Data (authors) Meaning/II†

Secanell et al.(24)

2014

Prospective, longitudinal and multicenter study (authors)

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV*

Saturno et al.(25)

2014

Two studies were conducted: retrospective and direct observation
(authors)

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

Gupta et al.(26)

2015

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

Bergs et al.(27)

2015

Cross-sectional study (authors)

(13)

Prognosis/ Prediction or Etiology/IV *

* IV-evidence of a single qualitative or descriptive study; II - evidence of a single qualitative study; IV-evidence of well-delineated case-control and cohort
studies; §III - Evidence from well-delineated clinical trials without randomization
†

‡

Figure 2 – Characterization of primary studies, according to author (s), year of publication, type of study, clinical
question and level of evidence, in the category implementation process: strategies for introduction of the Surgical
Safety Checklist in health services n=15). Maringá, PR, Brazil, 2016

In the first category, the authors of the research

inclusion of other leaders during the process(16). In

investigated as main focus the strategies undertaken

a primary study in the operating room environment,

to introduce SSC in the operating room (n=15). The

scholars described that nurses coordinating SSC

following are the strategies described in the primary

screening exercised active leadership, control, and

studies, namely: composition of leadership team;

required staff attention in verbal check(17).

planning; analysis of the local context; involvement of

In six primary studies, a team with different

the target audience; adaptation of the SSC to the local

professional categories (managers from health

context; dissemination; educational program; pilot test;

departments, safety/quality professionals, surgeons,

audit; feedback/reminders and evaluation.

nurses, and other professionals) was composed to

The composition of the leadership team consisted

lead the SSC implementation process(14-16,20-21,25). In

in identifying and inviting leaders to organize the team

three researches, nurses were the main leaders of this

responsible for implementing SSC in the operating

process(17-18,23).

room

.

(13-21,23-25)

In only two primary studies, the researchers

Among the studies listed, the researchers reported

indicated the planning strategy for the introduction

on how leadership was exercised, that is, local leadership

of SSC in the operating room. The authors described

committed to pedagogically influence the team with

the strategic phase to plan the implementation of the

active presence in surgical rooms, encouraging peer

tool(18), and in the other study, scholars highlighted the

adherence and ensuring the use of SSC(13), and the

existence of the planning stage, and those responsible
www.eerp.usp.br/rlae
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for conducting this strategy informed that there was little

experiences/ideas) between hospital representatives,

time to plan and test the tool

clinical case presentation and conferences.

.

(23)

The analysis of the local context, prior to the

With regard to participants in educational

introduction of SSC, was adopted by the researchers of

programs, the authors mentioned the leaders of the

three primary studies, with different purposes, to obtain

SSC implementation process; all professional categories

information about the occurrence of adverse events(13);

involved; multidisciplinary team; education by surgical

the safety practices adopted by the surgical team and

specialty; with the exception of the medical category,

the occurrence of surgical complications were analyzed(14),

the participation of the other categories was mandatory;

and to diagnose the educational needs of the team

participation of almost all of the nursing team and partial

.

(18)

In six primary studies, involvement of the surgical

of the doctors(13-16,19-25).

team was mentioned: involvement of the team to adapt

In the educational programs, the content covered

the SSC(14,17); leaders committed to the team throughout

information about external experiences with the use

implementation(16); interviewing and composition of

of SSC(14,18); correct use of the checklist(15,18-20,24-25);

consensus groups for nurses to report difficulties in using

approach to SSC, without specifying topics(15); protocol

the tool, and to propose changes(18); engagement of the

of tool use with emphasis on objectives(16,18-20,24-25);

local team in the search for solutions to use the SSC

results of the pilot test performed previously (14);

and team meetings to share experiences

,

(20)

.

thematic communication and how to deal with

(24)

With the exception of one primary study

, in the

barriers(19); key questions and doubts about the use of

other studies the researchers adopted the strategy of

the checklist(24) and definition of roles, responsibilities

adapting the SSC in different ways: in the adaptation

and suggestions(25).

(19)

of SSC to the local context and to the specialty of

In three primary studies, the researchers mentioned

pediatric surgery, the authors considered the occurrence

a pilot test performed in some pediatric subspecialties

of adverse events so that the tool could contemplate

and, after six months, the SSC was fully implemented(13);

them(13); simplification of SSC(16-18); the checklist was

The pilot test was carried out for three months(14), the

integrated into the pre-existing break

nurses responsible for the implementation reported little

(20)

; modification

for outpatient surgery(19); modified version to local

time to test the checklist(23).

reality(14-15,22-25). In two primary studies, the authors

In thirteen primary studies, the audit was a strategy

investigated the strategy itself, similar results in both

adopted for the introduction of SSC in the operating

indicated that modifications made to the original WHO

room, which occurred by direct observation(14-21,23-25);

version varied among hospitals, and most health services

documentary analysis of records(13-14,16,19,20,23,25); self-report

excluded essential items from the checklist(26-27).

through questionnaire completion(13,15); interviews and

In eight primary studies, the SSC dissemination/

focus group(17); group interviews and consensus groups(18),

dissemination strategy was approached; the actions

and collaborative meeting(24). Only in a primary study, the

undertaken were: newsletters(13,24); poster set in each

method of data collection for audit was not mentioned(22).

operating room

;

The use of feedback as a strategy occurred through

information sent by the hospital intranet, posters located

the monthly disclosure of surgical team performance

in the area of anesthetic induction and instruction

in SSC use(13); presentation of the results obtained

manual(14); presentation of the SSC in a computer(15);

in the situational diagnostic phase of each specialty,

use of printed matter

(13-15)

; presentation of videos

(13-15)

; copies of the updated version

and presentation of the results of the pilot test in

of the tool available in operating rooms(21); e-mail to

workshops with analysis of errors and deficiencies in data

surgical staff

. SSC messages

recording(14); to adapt the tool, data were provided by

were disseminated by the leaders of the implementation

the surgical team to the leaders of the implementation

process(13), and continuous information was disseminated

process(17); the benefits and difficulties perceived by

through conferences, phone calls and meetings

the nurses were reported(18); information on SSC use

(23)

(20)

and use of posters

(24)

.

(24)

With regard to the educational program, the types

was given to surgical staff(20); only a few hospitals that

of teaching strategies, materials used, frequency of

participated in the research used this strategy, and in

achievement, content addressed and participating

these services there was little feedback (some reported/

professional categories were different among the

discussed individually)(23). The use of the feedback

12 primary studies

facilitated the knowledge of the performance/adherence

(13-16,19-25)

. The teaching strategies

adopted in the educational programs consisted of

of the surgical team in real time(24).

training, workshops, e-learning, meetings, integration

The use of reminders was performed in a different

program for new hires and permanent education,

way, such as: poster installation in the operating room,

interactive seminars, discussion forum and discussion

promoting verbal interaction between leaders and their

in the operating room, meetings for joint learning

peers in loco(13); posters in the anesthetic and computer

www.eerp.usp.br/rlae
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room(14); in each operating room, a poster was installed

of different strategies (multifaceted approach) as a

with information on the timing of the check and the

recommended way to ensure the use of the checklist,

required participants(15); periodically, reminders to the

as well as the production of beneficial effects in clinical

team through a face-to-face conversation with surgeons

practice(13-18,20-25). On the other hand, in three studies,

and SSC applicants in order to remind them of the

the researchers described the use of specific strategies,

completion of the checklist(16); posters were distributed

namely: educational program(19), and adaptation to the

to encourage the application of the tool and marking

local context(26-27).

the surgical site according to the recommendations
established in the protocol(24).

Figure 3 presents the characterization of the
primary studies grouped in the second category

In the evaluation of the implementation process

“implementation process: strategies to optimize the

for the introduction of SSC in health services, in 12

use of the Surgical Safety Checklist in health services”

primary studies, the authors described the combination

(n = 9).

Author

Year

Study type

Clinical question/level of evidence

Sewell et al.(28)

2011

Quasi-experimental study (single before and after group)

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
Testing/III *

Ricci; Brumsted(29)

2012

Quasi-experimental study (single before and after group)

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
Testing/III *

Kieffer et al.(30)

2013

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV †

Putnam et al.(31)

2014

Observational study (authors)

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV †

Huang et al.(32)

2014

Observational, prospective study (authors)

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV †

Lilaonitkul et al.(33)

2015

Quasi-experimental study

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
Testing/III *

Ong et al.(34)

2015

A prospective observational study, before and after (authors)

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
Testing/VI ‡

Porter et al.(35)

2015

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV †

Phadnis; TempletonWard(36)

2015

Case-control, prospective study (authors)

Intervention/Treatment or Diagnosis/Diagnostic
test/IV

*III-evidence of well-delineated clinical trials without randomization; † IV-evidence of a single qualitative or descriptive study;
descriptive or qualitative study; §IV-evidence of well-delineated case-control and cohort studies

‡

VI-evidence of a single

Figure 3 – Characterization of primary studies, according to author (s), year of publication, type of study, clinical
question and level of evidence, in the category of implementation process: strategies for optimization of the Surgical
Safety Checklist in health services (n=9). Maringá, PR, Brazil, 2016
In the second category, researchers from the
primary studies investigated as a primary focus the

the use of SSC(31); quality improvement methodology
and Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles(33).

strategies undertaken to improve SSC use in hospitals

Institutional support was indicated in two studies

(n=9). To improve the practice of SSC use, the strategy

through involvement of the central administration

of team composition/leadership recruitment occurred as

to provide needed materials and equipment (33);

follows: the authors mentioned the creation of a safety

participation in the multidisciplinary meeting, in

council coordinated by a physician and made up of

which the results on the performance of the team in

members of the surgical and administrative team, which

the accomplishment of the preoperative instructions

elaborated multifaceted and interdisciplinary strategy

and association with intraoperative adverse events

to be conducted by the leadership of the medical and

were disclosed, and provided support in the wide

nursing team(31); quality improvement project was

dissemination of the results obtained for all the

conducted by anesthesia resident under the leadership

personnel of the health institution(36).

of senior consultant(33); implementation of the tool by

With the exception of one primary study(32), in the

the change team and consultation with the leaders of

others the researchers performed preliminary analysis

each surgical discipline for engagement(34); Quality

of the local context before the implementation plan of

improvement project was developed by multidisciplinary

strategies to optimize the application of the checklist.

task force, and led by two surgeons and an anesthetist

.

Preliminary analysis of the local context occurred through

The planning was made explicit in two primary

direct observation of clinical practice and/or analysis of

studies, namely: strategic plan was adopted to develop

data records, allowing the identification of problems:

multifaceted and interdisciplinary strategy to increase

low adherence to use and/or inadequate performance

(35)

www.eerp.usp.br/rlae
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in checking SSC items(28-31,33 -36); lack of appropriation

used in obstetric surgeries for reintroduction of the

of the tool by the team

,

tool in a surgical room(33); pilot test (two months) to

; lack of team engagement

(30)

(34)

and occurrence of adverse events

. In five studies,

test new format and definition of responsibilities in

the researchers emphasized that the way the checklist

checking among professional categories (34); revision

was introduced in the operating room contributed to the

and changes in the checking process, content of the

distortion of its use, for example, implementation of SSC

checklist and definition of responsibilities were actions

in a taxing way(29); limited implementation strategies(30,34);

investigated in the pilot test (three months) in six

lack of planning and other actions for introduction

operating rooms(35).

(28,33,36)

(31);

leadership during the implementation process(33).

The audit was performed in all the studies, by

In three primary studies, the researchers adopted

obtaining process indicators (adherence to the use of

the involvement of the target audience, as a strategy to

the tool), results (surgical complications and mortality)

improve the practice of using SSC, namely: consultation

and the team’s perception about SSC(28-36).

with the members of the surgical team to define the

Regarding the feedback strategy and reminders,

protocol for checking the tool(30); the team assisted in

in the face of low membership by team members,

the adaptation of the checklist(31); the multidisciplinary

individualized feedback was undertaken(31); industry-

discussion on facilitators and barriers to SSC use

specific charts with information on individual and team

.

(33)

The SSC adaptation was mentioned by the authors

performance on the use of SSC(31) and the installation of

in three researches: adaptation of the design of the tool

reminders (posters in operating rooms)(33,35); Reminders

for pediatric surgery performed by the surgical team

on key changes were distributed to the team(34); the

during a pedagogical workshop(31); adaptation of the

information provided by the surgical team led to the

checklist with the standardization of instruments (on the

adaptation of the tool. After the implementation of

back of the document) for the conference and registry of

a quality improvement project, the team received

the surgical count(33); revision of the content of the SSC

feedback on the use of the checklist, published in a

by the multidisciplinary team of the surgical room

surgical forum(35). Prior to the intervention (preoperative

.

(35)

To optimize the use of SSC through dissemination,

instructions), at a specialty meeting, feedback from the

the implementation team developed a multimedia

professionals’ performance was disclosed to the medical

program and poster display(31); posters were attached to

director, chief administrative officer and members of the

the wall of the operating room in all specialties(33-35), and

surgical team(36).

drafting of instructional script

.

In the evaluation of the process of implementing

(36)

All authors of the primary studies included in

strategies to optimize the use of SSC in health services,

this category used education as a strategy to improve

in five studies, the authors mentioned the use of a

SSC use. The educational program, as well as

multifaceted approach(31,33-36) and the use of a single

teaching strategies, educational materials, categories

strategy was adopted in four studies(28-30,32).

of participants, duration, frequency, contents were
discussed and diverged among them(28-36).
The pilot test was mentioned in three studies, in
view of the inadequate use of SSC, the strategy was

Author

Year

Figure 4 presents the characterization of the
primary studies grouped in the third category “facilitators

Study type

and barriers to the implementation of the Surgical Safety
Checklist in health services” (n = 3).

Clinical question/level of evidence

Fourcade et al.(37)

2012

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

O’Connor et al.(38)

2013

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

Russ et al.(39)

2015

Descriptive study

Prognosis/Prediction or Etiology/IV *

*IV- evidence from a single qualitative or descriptive study

Figure 4 – Characterization of primary studies, according to author, type of study, clinical question and level of
evidence, in the category of facilitators and barriers for the implementation of the Surgical Safety Checklist in health
services (n=3). Maringá, PR, Brazil, 2016
In the third category, the authors of the primary

the relevance of SSC, promoting their use more

studies investigated as the main focus the facilitators

effectively; leadership of experienced surgeons and

and barriers of the SSC implementation process in health

anesthetists conducting tool check; involvement of

services (n=3).

the multidisciplinary team; management support;

In one primary study, the facilitators listed were

simplification of checklist items; involvement of the

the conviction of some experienced physicians about

team in the implementation of the tool; education and
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training, feedback, sanctions applied in the absence

morbidity and costs, but there was persistence in the

of adhesion and adaptation of the checklist to better

variation of adherence to SSC use and communication

integrate the work process(39).

failures(19). The strategies defined by the WHO to

In the primary studies, the barriers presented

implement the tool in a pilot hospital contributed to the

were: lack of understanding about the items

improvement of the adherence of the professionals,

and adequate moment for checking (37) ; lack of

but there was no increase in adherence at all stages

understanding about the benefits of checklist (37-39);

(before anesthetic induction, before the surgical

poor communication between the categories of

incision and immediately after the surgical incision

surgeons

and

anesthetists,

hierarchy

among

professional categories(37-38); absence of teamwork and
senior support(38); active or passive resistance of some
professionals, especially those more experienced, with
greater frequency of surgeons and anesthetists, and
skepticism regarding the evidence base on SSC(39).
In addition, the time spent with the check
consisted of a barrier (37,39); ambiguous list check
items and unaccounted risks, ie the checklist did
not contain items that included other care that
should be performed to prevent adverse events or
complications in the patient (eg, preparation of the
patient’s skin)(37); in addition to the routine of filling
out different forms and signatures, the need for
another form to register checklist data, lack of time
for checking and carrying out simultaneous activities
during its execution, absence of educational process/

closure)(20).
In four primary studies, the adopted strategies
did not produce the expected effects, resulting in a
lack of fidelity in the daily use of SSC(15); although the
checklist was adapted for outpatient surgery, its use
did not contribute to the reduction of postoperative
complications (21), and the mandatory use of the
tool did not promote the improvement of the safety
culture (23,25). In two studies, the authors suggested
that the SSC’s local adaptation strategy, excluding
items from the original version proposed by the WHO,
may hamper the achievement of benefits for the
surgical patient(26-27).
In the second category, in seven primary
studies(29-35), the adopted strategies were considered
successful, promoting the reduction of adverse

orientation, and need for signatures of the team

events (for example, surgery in the wrong place and

members in completing SSC (38); institutional culture

retention of surgical items), improved adherence to

resistant to change, procedures to be performed in

the use of the tool and the execution of the surgical

SSC redundant checking with existing practices,

counting process, an increase in safety culture and the

creating difficulties for the integration of the tool into

strengthening of teamwork.

the work process and implementation without planning

In two primary studies, the implementation of

or imposition, very long checklist, content and layout

strategies to optimize SSC use in two primary studies

of the tool, inappropriate items for certain procedures,

has had beneficial effects, but has not achieved other

specialties and contexts, SSC items that require verbal

desired results, ie, despite improved adherence to

confirmation by the patient give a false impression

tool use and team perception of the checklist, there

that the surgical environment is unsafe, generating

was a significant improvement in the results for the

anxiety(39).

patients(28). In another study, the adopted intervention

Discussion
The evaluation of the strategies used in the
SSC implementation process (introduction and
optimization) was analyzed in all the primary studies
grouped in the first and second categories. In the first
category, in seven studies (13-14,16-18,22,24) the authors
emphasized that the implementation of the tool was
considered successful and recommended, and had

(pre-operative instructions) improved the quality
of execution of SSC use by the surgical team, and
a statistically significant reduction of adverse events,
however, the complete preoperative instructions were
not performed in all observed cases(36).
In the first two categories delimited, based
on the results of the research, it can be inferred
that, in the majority, the authors investigated the
adoption of combined (multifaceted) strategies for

beneficial effects for the clinical practice, surgical team

the implementation process or optimization of SSC

and patient, education being the key element in this

use, which were successful, producing beneficial or

process.

expected results in clinical practice, surgical team and

On the other hand, in two primary studies, the

patient.

results showed that the strategies used were successful

With regard to the third delimited category, the

in some aspects, and failed in others, for example, the

knowledge about facilitators and barriers of the SSC

realization of a structured educational program (low

implementation process can contribute to support

cost intervention) allowed a significant reduction in

the planning of more adequate strategies and plays
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an important role in determining the success of the

Saf. 2017;26(10):837-44. doi: https://doi.org/10.1136/

implementation of this tool in the health services.

bmjqs-2016-006218

In the conduct of this integrative review,

2. Cadman V. The impact of surgical safety checklist

the evidence generated provides insights for the

on theatre departments: a critical review of the

understanding of the SSC implementation process,

literature. J Perioper Pract. [Internet] 2016 [cited

different strategies that can be used, and the aspects

Sept 19, 2017];26(10):62-71. Available from: https://

of implementation considered successful or not

www.researchgate.net/publication/305477239_The_

very successful in achieving the expected results.

Impact_of_Surgical_Safety_Checklists_on_Theatre_

Thus, the knowledge produced can contribute to the

Departments_A_Critical_Review_of_the_Literature

improvement of the safety culture of the patient, a

3. World Health Organization (WHO). WHO guidelines

reality necessary in the national context(40).

for safe surgery 2009. Safe Surgery Saves Lives.

Regarding the limitations of the present review,

[Internet] Geneva (CHE): WHO; 2009. [cited Sept

the authors delimited published primary studies, that

18, 2017].123p. Available from: http://www.who.int/

is, the gray literature was not included, as well as

patientsafety/safesurgery/knowledge_base/SSSL_

language restriction. The data analysis was performed

Brochure_finalJun08.pdf

in a descriptive way, so the combination of data from

4. Treadwell JR, Lucas S, Tsou AY. Surgical checklists:

different types of studies (quantitative and qualitative

a systematic review of impacts and implementation.

methodological approach)could be done, thus it

BMJ Qual Saf. 2014;23(4):299-318. doi: https://doi.

is a complex process that can lead to bias in the

org/10.1136/bmjqs-2012-001797

elaboration of the results of the review.

5. Biccard BM, Rodseth R, Cronje L, Agaba P, Chikumba E,

Conclusion
In the health services, the implementation
of SSC is a complex and challenging process
that requires the involvement of all the health
professionals responsible for the care of the
patient in the intraoperative period. For the
successful implementation of this tool there is a
need for effective leadership, clear delegation of
responsibilities of each professional, collaboration
between the team members and institutional support
providing human resources and materials necessary
for the daily use of the checklist.
In most of the primary studies included in the
review, there was not enough description of the
strategies employed, which made it impossible to
know the actions developed in each strategy. Thus,
in conducting future research it is recommended
that the actions carried out be described in detail to
assist health professionals in understanding the SSC
implementation process.
Nurses can use the results of this review for
decision-making in the selection and implementation
of appropriate strategies for effective implementation
of SSC, since nursing has the potential to be a key
player in planning and implementing best practices
for patient safety.
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